
Dynamic Effects on NMR Spectra

“NMR timescale”: The ability of the NMR to 
distinguish between frequencies.

Depending on peakwidths & shift differences, p g p ,
this is nanoseconds-milliseconds.

Dynamic Effects on NMR Spectra

For nuclei that undergo chemical exchange:

• If chemical exchange is faster than NMR timescale, 
then signals of components are averaged.

Example: Acid-base reactions.
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Measuring Dynamics with NMR

For nuclei that undergo chemical exchange:

• If chemical exchange is slower than NMR timescale, 
then all signals of components are observed.

Example: Conformational equilibria.
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Measuring Dynamics with NMR
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Measuring Dynamics with NMR

Coalescence temperature:
Temperature where rate of exchange is identicalTemperature where rate of exchange is identical 
to difference in peak frequency (where NMR is 
no longer able to distinguish frequencies).

coalescence temperature
(Tc)( c)

At the coalescence temperature,

√kexch = ()/√2 = 2.22()

kexch = 2.22(3.14 ppm – 2.86 ppm)(250 Hz/ppm)

= 155 Hz= 155 Hz



Dynamic Effects on Chemical Shift
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-G‡/RTc (Eyring’s equation)

G‡ = 15.5 kcal/mol (k = 1.381 x 10-23 J/K;
h = 6.626 x 10-34 J sec;
R = 8.314 J/mol K)

Dynamic Effects on Chemical Shift
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Dynamic Effects on Chemical Shift

Very practical take-home lessons on dynamics:

1. Processes with intermediate exchange rates, or with 
many exchanging states, are sometimes broadened 

l i iblor poorly visible. 

Example: Alcohol, amine, amide protons—anything 
that hydrogen bonds sometimes smeared outthat hydrogen bonds—sometimes smeared out.

2. Exchange in these protons also eliminates observed 
couplingcoupling.

3. Sometimes broadened resonances can be 
sharpened by heating or cooling sample (“VT” s a pe ed by eat g o coo g sa p e (
experiment).

Macromolecules and Tumbling

NMR requires rapid tumbling of bonded nuclei. (Can be 
due to molecular rotation or conformational freedom )due to molecular rotation or conformational freedom.)
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So for small molecules (e.g., C6H5I), Θ = 1 ps;
For macromolecules (polymers, proteins), Θ = 1-100 ns.

If Larmor = 500 MHz, tr = 2 ns.
So tr is of same magnitude as Θ. 



Macromolecules and Tumbling

Small-molecule nuclei see an average of contributions 
from nearby bonds electrons on NMR timescalefrom nearby bonds, electrons on NMR timescale.

BBo

Well-solvated macromolecules (polymers, peptides) 
substitutes conformational motion for rotation; 
broadens peaks.

Macromolecules and Tumbling
T (°C)
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Chemical Shift Reagents

Molecules with badly overlapping resonances, but also 
Lewis basic or acidic sites, complex with shift reagent.

Chemical Shift Reagents
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